
BOUT TIME

FINALLY!

The same static thinking
as yesterday madame?

No James. 
I think we are ready

4 a change.

Lars Rosenblad
transmutation.se



The Standard - The Norm 

To have established a standard you must do soon relation to a frame of reference.

Whom decides that standard is doing so out of something static.


Something static is by definition unnatural. Because everything is energy.


In motion.


Energy in motion = Emotion


Something static = Rational, no emotion. At all.


So with that said you are never static.


You are always on the move and forever changing.


But at the same time?


You seek a frame of reference to keep you in absolute understanding forever?

Like an ideal so crisp and detailed that you never have to wonder about anything 

again? But.. You want to feel free? You want things to change because the same is 
boring.


So.. What do you want?


Do you know that? Truly?


Everything has the potential for change.


EVERYTHING

EVERYTHING.


Can you feel the difference between the two option above. One ending with a 
period and the other one ending without? One is a bit off isn’t it?


Make everything feel a bit imbalanced and perhaps not as harmonious as the 
primary expression?


What you are looking for is an absolute conviction that everything is susceptible to 
change. Into what you ask?


Somebody in a wheelchair can never walk again?


Says who? WHO KNOWS THAT?


Freedom is not something you acquire outside of yourself.




Freedom is inside your mind.


Whenever there is an obstacle for functioning as desired in relation to a desired 
state there is a static mindset behind it. Sometimes there are physical alterations 

that demand thinking outside of the box. Like a mouth or a foot painter.


Somebody without hands and feet can write a book from the help of software 
dictating their words or somebody helping them to write.


We can develop new skin tissue so why wouldn’t we be able to create something 
new 


But when it comes to mental faculties, like the states we like to call autistic and 
ADHD etc. These are all expandable. Transformative.


And most certainly not abnormal.


If you have a mind that is very creative and you’ve got lots of energy to produce 
beautiful things. You will be celebrated! No medication needed.


If you have a mind that is very creative and you’ve got lots of energy to produce 
awful things. You will be condemned. And also medicated.


What this is about is 100% focus.


What people with extremely narrow thinking do in situations like these and sadly 
often the same people that (and listen to this), YOU GIVE ALL YOUR POWER TO!


Is to try and suffocate your creative ability instead of teaching you focus.


Because when you can learn how to relax and focus your energy coming from a 
clear mind. You create fantastic things!


Like for instance! 


Artificial legs for people without them.

Computers that can help people without hands.


Devices originally made for hands now used for feet.


You get the point.


We can find use in anything and anyone.


Nobody is broken and needs to be medicated.

This is all a big pause button.


It’s not useful except for tremendous trauma to help the individual get a break from 
their own destructive thinking. But the plan is like Pac said to his mother:




The plan is to show them that you understand.

And that they are appreciated.


You can show them that by teaching them about the human experience and what 
fear and love, negative and positive energy is.


What this creates inside us and feeds the subconscious which in turn manifests 
without our awareness. Without awareness you become an intern.


Internalized within the prison of your own mind.

Only to be absolutely convinced that there is never any change possible for you.


You cannot give away anything you do not have.


And I’m sorry. But many lab coats are stuck in their conviction.


You know why?


Because they know.


They are done.


And that is what they can give you.


A conviction that in your current state, you are.


So.


Is it there fault that you’ve become static and medicated?


Hell no.


That’s you on you.


When I wanna get to know myself and find out my personal potential.


I ask nobody else but me.


And when I wanna get a referral regarding anything with assisted visions of highest 
quality.


I ask no body. 

I ask God. 

Can I get a A+ Men & Women! 

Anything is possible.




ANNYPHING!


